Fiberglass repair
Fiberglass parts and bodies come from the factory on various makes. Over time, the fiberglass will
crack from stress and / or damage. Whether you are repairing cracks or patching sections that are
missing, the following article will show you how to accomplish this with proven results.
1. Our repair example is a front lower valance
from a Shelby Mustang. Notice the large
section missing. There is a vertical and
horizontal area to repair.

2. Fiberglass parts are most often attached to your car’s
body by threaded rod / studs, screwed into the outer
edges in a flange. If they are missing, take a tap set
and tap out the holes with the appropriate size. Check
the studs that are still in place. Often they will be loose
and some may have come out while you were unbolting
the part from your car / truck. Others will even be
missing from previous repairs. Air blow out all dust. We
will show you how to replace these studs later on in this
article.

2. Fiberglass parts are most often attached to your
car’s body by threaded rod / studs, screwed into
the outer edges in a flange. If they are missing,
take a tap set and tap out the holes with the
appropriate size. Check the studs that are still in
place. Often they will be loose and some may
have come out while you were unbolting the part
from your car / truck. Others will even be missing
from previous repairs. Air blow out all dust. We
will show you how to replace these studs later on
in this article.

4. Here are the materials we recommend
using:
a. Evercoat SMC Fiberglass Resin #3: This
Resin sets up very fast because it uses
regular cream hardeners like body fillers.
b. Vett Panel adhesive / filler #3 to apply
over your repaired glass matting areas for
smoothing out imperfections.
c. Kardol Brand Standard Fiberglass matting
or any good matting will work. The screen
type fiberglass matting will work but takes
more layers.

5. Using scissors cut some fiberglass pieces
approximately the same size as the damaged area with an extra 1/4 to 3/4 inch for
overlapping the repair area. Mix up the
desired amount of resin following the
manufacturers instructions on the can.
Three layers of matting is a good start.

6. Lay the fiberglass pieces you cut out on
clean cardboard and coat them with SMC
Resin using a clean paintbrush. Also apply a
good coat of resin on the damaged area of
the original fiberglass you have ground and
blasted clean. We are taking the paintbrush
and working the Resin into the matting by
poking and tapping with the end of the
brush.

7. As you are working the Resin into the
pieces keep checking the fiberglass strands
for any area which is not completely saturated. As seen, the piece is completely
saturated. Use a putty knife or a razor blade
to pick the piece up without tearing it. If you
are going to pick it up with bare hands you
need to allow time to clean the resin off your
fingers with solvent before it sets up, or use
thin pharmacy gloves. As a rule of thumb
you need to get everything in place within
ten minutes. So mix up the material and
work in small areas one section at a time
until you become more experienced with the
curing rate and the amount of hardner to
add.

8. Lay the saturated piece onto the damaged area tap it lightly with the paint brush
moving up and down to work out all the air
bubbles. It will start to stick more and
more as it sets up.
Note: Once you have the piece where
you want it and the air bubbles are worked
out, put on a second and third layer of
matting and resin on the patch for good
coverage using the same technique. Be
sure all air bubbles are gone.

9. Now lay two inch masking tape over the
top of the repair. The bottom tape and top
tape now become the outer pieces of a
sandwich. Run a squeegee over it lightly to
shape it and work it to the contour you
want.

10. If you are working in cold conditions or if you want to hurry the process
you can use a heat lamp. This #1302 timer unit from Infra Tech does the
job. This will speed up the drying and hardening process. Fifteen minutes
at thirty inches away will do the job. Or, if you are on a budget, the Sun’s
heat will work.

11. Peel the tape away after the resin is set
up. You are now ready to grind the surface
to the correct shape. Use the Vett Panel
Adhesive to finish off the piece. Much like
you would apply body filler. Sand smooth
and then apply primer!

12. In this photo we are working on the front
headlight bucket. We are using a cone shaped
burr-tool to clean out the little cracks. Make a “V”
groove in it without going all the way through the
thickness of the material. In this area you can
build up the fiberglass right on top of the “V”
groove . If you accidentally make a hole apply
tape to the back side before adding resin / matting. Any cracks will need to be drilled with a 1/8th
inch drill-bit at the very end of the crack to stop it
from spreading.

13. As mentioned in caption two, most parts are attached by threaded studs and may need to be replaced.
You can get threaded rod at many places, or you can use
bolts. Most threaded studs used on fiberglass parts
range from 1/4 inch in size to 5/16. When installing new
studs you will often want to extend the thread on them.
So take your tap and die set and run over the bolts to
make additional threads on the bolt for a longer stud if
needed.

14. Bead blasting the stud’s end to promote
adhesion is a good idea. Mix up a little of the
Vett Panel Adhesive and twist a liberal portion
on the end of the stud.

15. Now insert it into the hole, then take a ratchet set
and screw it down tight. When dry in 15 minutes or so
it will be strongly held in place since the Vett Panel
Adhesive is an excellent product. Be sure you have it
straight and level in the hole and not crooked !

16. When dry take a cut-off tool and cut off
the bolt/nut end of the threads and fit the
part to see how long the stud goes past the
body. Then mark it allowing a minimum five
threads past the body edge to allow a nut to
be screwed back on with full threads. Then
simply run your die over the threads so your
nut will start easily.

17. Sometimes when fiberglass gets hit the
crack on it won’t line up correctly. After
grinding and/or “V”ing out the damage take
vice grips with tape on them and clamp the
piece into place before applying fiberglass
matting so that the panel
will fit properly when it is dry after repair.

18. If a piece has odd shaped sides and one is
damaged you can make a template of the good
side with a Sharpie Marker. Then cut it out with
scissors.

19. Flip it over to lay it on the other side that
has been repaired and copy it

20. Take your cut off tool and cut it out
near the line but just on the inside to leave
a little for perfect trimming.

21. Use a file or belt sander to finish up the
shape. Once you have made these patches,
go ahead and continue with the fiberglass
repair steps. Grind and/or sand it down
with 40/80 grit, blow it down (dust free)
then apply a thin coat of Vett Panel Adhesive. Using 80 grit again, block sand to the
correct contour then prime and paint.

Fiberglass Know How
Fiberglass is manufactured two ways: press molded and hand laid.
Press molded is the best quality because the fiberglass resin is forced into
every strand of fiberglass by a heavy press mold. This makes the fiberglass
strong. Press molded parts are commonly made by large auto makers.
Hand laid fiberglass has many inherent problems. Manufacturers usually do
not take the time to work out the air bubbles associated with hand laid fiberglass.
One of a kind or custom applications are most generally hand laid. After
repairing fiberglass you will need to spray the surface with a gel coat or similar
type of epoxy primer surfacing application to seal the fiber strands completely.
DP-90 or Evercoat Slick Sand will work well. The Slick Sand also performs as a
high build primer.
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